From the Ending Racism Task Force
The Surprising Other Victims of Racism
By Nick Sanders
Racism hurts white people. That is clear from Heather McGhee’s recent book, The Sum of Us:
What Racism Costs Everyone and How We Can Prosper Together. McGhee documents how
positions held by Donald Trump and others like him harmed not only people of color but also the
population he appeared to champion. Yet in the 2020 election the majority of white voters chose
Trump. Like McGhee, I have to wonder, “how much suffering and dysfunction the country’s
white majority is willing to tolerate, and for how elusive a gain?”
McGhee, the board chair of online racial justice organization Color of Change
https://colorofchange.org/, explains the unexpected fallout for white people of policies touted as
being in their interest. First, Trump put his big voice into the ongoing campaign to repeal the
Affordable Care Act. When the ACA was passed in 2010, it expanded qualification for Medicaid
coverage to 138% of the poverty level. Had that law been left intact—not weakened by judicial
and state-level attacks—it would have provided insurance for 4.4 million working Americans.
The largest share of those Americans would have been white.
Opposition to the ACA overlaps with anti-immigration sentiment. Supporters of immigration
bans often cite the threat of freeloaders on the U.S. health care system. Although unsubstantiated,
those threats raised doubts about immigrants’ motivations: doubts the Trump administration fed
with its draconian limitations or outright bans on immigration from predominantly Muslim,
African, and Latin American countries. But immigrants from those regions have brought
enormous value to the largely white communities where they have settled. Among other
examples, McGhee relates how Somali immigrants revived the dying town of Lewiston, Maine.
Racist housing policies and practices also have redounded on white people. The racial disparity
in home ownership and the wealth it generates is vast. Although the early exclusion of people of
color from government loan support was ruled illegal, discrimination has continued in the form
of “redlining.” In that practice, financial institutions refused to grant mortgages and other homebuying assistance to properties in areas they identified as poor loan risks: a euphemism for
having large populations of people of color. Realtors and housing developers, meanwhile,
convinced homeowners to sell out at low prices by spreading the story that Black people were
moving into a neighborhood: a practice known as “blockbusting.” Of course, redlining and
blockbusting drove down the housing market for everyone. That includes white people.
Finally, not all harm is economic. The proliferation of gun ownership is driven, in part, by white
people’s fear of people of color. White people stocked up dramatically on firearms during the
Obama presidency and in the early days of the Black Lives Matter movement, reports Jonathon
Metzl, a professor at Vanderbilt, in his book Dying of Whiteness. As suicide experts warn,
having a gun handy in moments of frustration or despair can turn a passing feeling into a death
sentence. McGhee observes that twice as many people in America die each year from gun
suicides as from the gun homicides they’ve been taught to fear.

The strategy of divide-and-conquer has succeeded throughout history: from Philip II of Macedon
to Julius Caesar to Napoleon. Today, politicians wage wars of identity politics—pitting races
against one another and squandering what McGhee calls the “solidarity dividend” created when
white people and people of color work together. Neither I, nor McGhee, is suggesting that the
harm inflicted by racism on white people is remotely comparable to that suffered by Black
people. But if our goal is to end racism we should call out all the evil racism does—to everyone.

